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University of Athens
Effects of lexical and sublexical variables on visual word recognition are often treated as homogeneous
across participants and stable over time. In this study, we examine the modulation of frequency, length,
syllable and bigram frequency, orthographic neighborhood, and graphophonemic consistency effects by
(a) individual differences, and (b) item repetition. A group of 129 participants performed lexical decision
and naming, in counterbalanced order, using a set of 150 Greek words in which these variables were
decorrelated. Frequency, length, and syllable frequency effects were reduced by a preceding task. Length
effects were inversely related to years of education. Neighborhood effects depended on the metric used.
There were no significant effects or interactions of bigram frequency or consistency. The results suggest
that exposure to a word causes transient effects that may cumulatively develop into permanent individual
differences. Models of word recognition must incorporate item-specific learning to account for these
findings.
Keywords: visual word recognition, Greek, frequency, length, syllable frequency

and reading aloud in an attempt to address issues of theoretical
interest (e.g., Adelman & Brown, 2008a, 2008b; Coltheart, Rastle,
Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Mulatti, Reynolds, & Besner,
2006; Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007, 2010; Reynolds & Besner,
2002, 2004). By and large, these investigations have examined
stable undifferentiated effects of the lexical and sublexical variables as if they were fixed in time and homogeneous across
participants.

How is the visual word recognition system affected by the
processing of a word? In this study, we approach this question by
considering the short-term and long-term effects of visual word
recognition on the processing system itself. Models of visual word
recognition posit mechanisms and representations involved in the
processing of visual orthographic stimuli. The implications of
these hypotheses are typically studied using naming and lexical
decision tasks. A productive line of research concerns the effects
of lexical and sublexical variables—such as frequency, length,
neighborhood, bigram and syllable frequency, and more— on distributions of response time (RT; see reviews in Balota, Yap, &
Cortese, 2006, and Balota, Yap, Hutchison, & Cortese, 2012).
An early approach based on groups of stimuli differing in
parameters of interest has been criticized for selection of atypical
items and restricted parameter ranges (Balota et al., 2012). More
recent approaches are based on multivariate analyses of several
variables examined simultaneously (Yap & Balota, 2009) and on
very large databases consisting of thousands of words responded to
by hundreds of participants (e.g., Balota et al., 2007; Ferrand et al.,
2010; Keuleers, Diependaele, & Brysbaert, 2010; Keuleers, Lacey,
Rastle, & Brysbaert, 2012). The observed effects of the studied
parameters are used to evaluate models of visual word recognition

Long-Term Effects
Individual differences in the magnitude of these effects have
recently attracted some attention as data from large-scale studies
have become available, and as more sophisticated statistical methods (Baayen, 2008, 2013; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008)
permit distinctions between sources of variance attributable to
persons, items, and their properties (Adelman, Sabatos-DeVito,
Marquis, & Estes, 2014; Kuperman, Drieghe, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2013; Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011, 2013; Yap, Balota,
Sibley, & Ratcliff, 2012). These advances parallel studies of priming in which the realization of individual differences is also becoming theoretically attractive (e.g., Andrews & Hersch, 2010;
Andrews & Lo, 2012). Rising to the occasion, individual-level
computational modeling has emerged as a promising direction to
investigate systematic patterns of relations among variables in
relation to specific theoretical architectures (Adelman et al., 2014;
Ziegler, 2011; Ziegler et al., 2008).
The effect of word frequency is the one most studied. It has been
found to be greater for participants with overall slower responses
(Schilling, Rayner, & Chumbley, 1998) or with relatively lower
reading skill (Ashby, Rayner, & Clifton, 2005; Kuperman & Van
Dyke, 2011; but depending on the frequency metric, cf. Kuperman
& Van Dyke, 2013), fewer years of formal education (Tainturier,
Tremblay, & Lecours, 1992), lower print exposure (Chateau &
Jared, 2000; but only when pseudohomophones were used in a
lexical-decision task, cf. Lewellen, Goldinger, Pisoni, & Greene,
1993; Sears, Siakaluk, Chow, & Buchanan, 2008), lower vocabu-
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lary (Yap et al., 2012), or lower language proficiency, for monolinguals and bilinguals alike (Diependaele, Lemhöfer, & Brysbaert, 2013). Thus, it seems that frequency effects may diminish
with higher facility in verbal skills, including oral language and
reading. On the other hand, older participants have been found to
exhibit greater frequency effects (for lower frequency words) than
younger participants in a lexical decision task, a difference attributed to increased vocabulary associated with protracted language
experience (Ramscar, Hendrix, Love, & Baayen, 2013; Ramscar,
Hendrix, Shaoul, Milin, & Baayen, 2014). Thus, overall, existing
findings are far from uniform, hinging on metrics and stimulus
properties, and remain equivocal as to the source of the differences, not clearly distinguishing between expertise (related, e.g., to
reading exposure) and verbal ability (as indicated, e.g., by vocabulary).
Increased effects of word length have also been reported for
participants with lower reading skill (Kuperman & Van Dyke,
2011) or lower vocabulary (Yap et al., 2012). Yap et al. (2012)
also found increased neighborhood size effects associated with
lower vocabulary scores and interpreted their overall pattern of
results as “consistent with skilled readers being more reliant on
relatively automatic lexical processing mechanisms, and hence
showing less influence of word characteristics” (p. 69). These
effects have not been compared across variables, and it remains
unclear whether they may be attributed to a common source or to
distinct developmental processes.
To the extent that individual differences can be conceptualized
as cumulative long-term effects resulting from reading experience
(e.g., “changes to the connection weights between lexical–lexical
and lexical–semantic modules”; Blais, O’Malley, & Besner, 2011),
it is instructive to investigate them in more detail, aiming to
delineate constraints and directions for modeling the development
of the reading apparatus. The developmental view has been central
in the connectionist tradition of reading models (Harm, McCandliss, & Seidenberg, 2003; Harm & Seidenberg, 1999, 2004; Plaut,
2006) but largely neglected in the dual-route approach (but see
Ziegler, Perry, & Zorzi, 2014, for a recent attempt to remedy the
situation). The study of individual differences attributable to developmental history can provide additional testing grounds and
suggest modifications to the models toward capturing cognitive
function more realistically. Moreover, as most existing studies
have focused on the effect of word frequency, it would be instructive to examine a wider range of effects within a common analytic
framework.

Short-Term Effects
In addition to stable long-term individual differences, short-term
effects arising from experimental manipulations, such as repetition, can also be instructive. After all, how could long-term individual differences arise if not from repeated short-term effects of
exposure, accumulated over extended periods? For example, repeated reading is long known to increase reading fluency with each
repetition (e.g., Lemoine, Levy, & Hutchinson, 1993; Levy, Nicholls, & Kohen, 1993; cf. “local frequency” effects in Baayen &
Milin, 2010), consistent with episodic transfer between repeated
encounters with specific words (Levy, Di Persio, & Hollingshead,
1992). Well-known short-term effects on visual word recognition
are generally referred to as “priming,” hypothesizing that prior
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activation of specific lexical items affects subsequent processing
of those same items or other items related to them (e.g., orthographic neighbors). This theoretical approach has been very fruitful in highlighting types of relations among items and potential
mechanisms underlying various effects on lexical processing often
understood as facilitation or inhibition. However, there has been
little opportunity to investigate whether and how the effects of
recent—not necessarily immediate—involvement with specific
items may be modulated by stable properties of the items other
than their relations to each other.
Repeated exposure has been found to diminish effects of
frequency (with isolated word naming and lexical decision, see
Blais et al., 2011, Colombo, Pasini, & Balota, 2006, and Visser
& Besner, 2001; but not with text reading, cf. Raney & Rayner,
1995), stimulus quality (Blais & Besner, 2007), and regularity
(in lexical decision, but not in naming; Katz et al., 2005).
Adelman, Marquis, Sabatos-De Vito, and Estes (2013) and
Keuleers et al. (2010) found little effect of repeated practice—in isolated word reading and in lexical decision, respectively— on the effects of individual variables, namely, a trend
toward weakening, consistent with the previous reports. However, both of these studies focused on overall trends over
sessions, not analyzing their data in terms of repetition of
individual items.1 Finally, Mulatti, Peressotti, Job, Saunders,
and Coltheart (2012) found increasing response times with
repeated readings of orthographic neighbors, which they interpreted as cumulative effects of lexical competition.
There is, therefore, a small but growing literature on the
effects of repeated processing of the same stimuli, which, at the
moment, has examined few and scattered effects, primarily
related to word frequency. The potential importance of these
studies for models of word recognition is tremendous, because
they can help disentangle loci of effects in relation to modeled
representations, processes, and even entire modules (cf. Blais et
al., 2011). Not only must models demonstrate effects of “delayed priming” owing to recent processing of specific items—
they must also be able to produce the observed facilitation or
inhibition differentially across items, in accordance with their
individual properties (frequency, length, etc.). For example, if
frequency effects are reduced by repetition, then models of
visual word recognition must exhibit more delayed priming for
low-frequency words than for high-frequency words. In conjunction with constraints arising from long-term effects of
cumulative experience, the analysis of short-term effects of
repetition can be useful to modelers, especially if it concerns a
wide range of variables examined under a systematic approach.
Notably, the existing literature outlined above, on both longterm and short-term effects, has been dominated by studies in
the English language, a well-known outlier in terms of orthographic consistency (Share, 2008), with implications for the
rate, processing strategies, and underlying representations of
reading development (Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003; Ziegler
& Goswami, 2005, 2006), and, possibly, for the cognitive
1
Keuleers et al. (2010) did analyze an identical repeated block, with
inconclusive results, but this cannot be said to address short-term effects
because the two repetitions were spaced several weeks apart (as noted in
Diependaele, Brysbaert, & Neri, 2012).
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processes of adult skilled visual word recognition. Therefore,
systematic studies in other languages can also be useful in
confirming or challenging the cross-linguistic generality of
existing findings and, thereby, in highlighting potentially relevant factors underlying short-term and long-term effects within
and across languages.
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The Current Approach
In the present study we exploit the dual-task experimental
procedure, using both naming and lexical decision, to investigate
the extent to which recent exposure to the same set of words in a
related but distinct task differentially affects word processing in
the subsequent task. Our short-term effect variable, then, is task
order: Half of our participants completed lexical decision before
naming, and vice versa for the other half. In other words, each task
was administered first to one half of the participants and second to
the other half. Despite some attempt to minimize carryover effects
with a distractor interim task, the words used were arguably
primed from the first task. One goal of this report is to identify
whether such priming is not only significant but also systematically related to the variables under study.
The second main goal of the study concerns long-term effects.
Specifically, we were interested in whether differences in age,
education, or reading skill (as quantified by overall naming and
lexical decision performance) are related to the effects of lexical
and sublexical variables on naming and lexical decision performance. Our participants were all skilled adult readers (high school
graduates); therefore, the study falls squarely within the purview of
existing word recognition models, rather than in the potentially
distinct domain of reading development. That is, we are interested
in studying how relatively stable expert reading systems are affected by the results of their own processing over the short term
and the long term, rather than how properties of immature reading
systems develop on the basis of gradually accumulating experience.
Using our diverse set of variables, we analyzed the short-term
and long-term effects in a unified and systematic approach. We
work in the Greek language, which has a well-understood, relatively transparent orthographic system (Protopapas & Vlahou,
2009), aiming to extend the range of investigation toward more
inclusive cross-linguistic validity. The existence and magnitude of
the basic effects of lexical and sublexical variables on naming and
lexical decision RT are not of primary concern in the present
report, as they have been previously established (Protopapas &
Kapnoula, 2013). Following up on those findings, the specific
focus of this study concerns the differences in the effects of certain
well-studied variables as a function of (a) recent, and (b) presumed
overall, exposure to and processing of specific words.

Method
One persistent difficulty in analyzing the effects of lexical and
sublexical variables on naming and lexical decision RTs originates
in the significant intercorrelations among many variables, which
make it difficult to disentangle effects specifically attributable to
each variable. Between-groups matching, multiple mixed-effects
modeling (Adelman et al., 2013, 2014), analysis of residuals
(Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011), hierarchical multiple regression

(Yap & Balota, 2009), principal components approaches (Yap et
al., 2012), and combinations of the above (Baayen, Feldman, &
Schreuder, 2006) have been used to address this problem to some
extent (with occasional problems of interpretation; see, e.g., Wurm
& Fisicaro, 2014, on residualizing). Compounding the intercorrelation problem, interactions among variables and potential nonlinearities in the individual effects preclude simple linear regressionbased approaches from effectively sorting out specific effects,
because it becomes impossible to distinguish nonadditivity due to
interactions from that due to nonlinearities when the variables are
correlated. Even if the shape of an effect is approximately known,
“removing” it statistically via an appropriate regressor has the
undesirable side effect of also partially removing effects of other
variables that are correlated with it. Conversely, if the shape of an
effect is not precisely known, arbitrarily removing a linear effect
will leave behind higher order residuals that can then be falsely
attributed to other correlated variables. Thus, the intercorrelations
among variables constitute a potential impediment to our understanding of their individual effects and, hence, to their effective
modeling.
To address these issues from a different perspective, we have
focused on stimulus selection, aiming to reduce, as much as
possible, the intercorrelations among variables of interest. That is,
we have selected words—and constructed pseudowords—to form
a set within which the correlations of predictor variables are very
low and not significant. This option is not a panacea, as it introduces its own set of problems (including the risk of selecting
atypical stimuli), so we are not claiming that it is always superior
and should replace all other methods. However, it is a methodological approach complementary to the statistical approaches that
are more usually found in the literature. Using this method, we can
begin to distinguish among effects of interest, directly testing the
linearity and additivity assumptions, and to determine the most
suitable metric and transformation scales for further investigation
using other, more established approaches. In Appendix A, we
present simulations demonstrating that decorrelating variables permits more accurate independent estimation of individual effects
and reduces artifactual interactions arising from unmodeled nonlinearities.
We have chosen to examine a diverse set of lexical and sublexical variables, including frequency, length, syllable frequency,
neighborhood, bigram frequency, and graphophonemic consistency. As previously documented (Protopapas & Kapnoula, 2013),
the effects of these variables can be examined individually in
separate analyses, greatly simplifying model estimation and testing
of particular coefficients. Our stimuli span a wide range on each
studied variable and, despite the constraints on their selection, may
be more representative of the participants’ vocabulary than other
artificially selected sets (e.g., monosyllables, often used in English). Therefore, this set of stimuli is uniquely suitable for the study
of the effects of these variables, as they may be modulated by
short-term manipulations and by long-term individual differences.

Participants
The sample included 97 women and 35 men, native speakers of
Greek, 18 to 36 years old (M ⫽ 23.3, SD ⫽ 4.7). Most were
undergraduate or graduate students (12 to 21 years of education;
M ⫽ 15.4, SD ⫽ 2.1). Fourteen were left-handed. The number of
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participants was based on the analysis of Rey, Courrieu, SchmidtWeigand, and Jacobs (2009), aiming to maximize the reliability of
item variance.
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Materials
A set of 150 words were selected from the ILSP PsychoLinguistic Resource (IPLR) word list (speech.ilsp.gr/iplr; Protopapas,
Tzakosta, Chalamandaris, & Tsiakoulis, 2012), two to five syllables long, spanning a wide range over several target variables.
Table 1 lists their descriptive statistics compared with the entire
corpus. Orthographic and phonological syllable and bigram frequency refer to the mean logarithmic token frequency of (positionindependent) syllables or symbol pairs (letters or phonemes), respectively, in occurrences per million tokens. Orthographic and
phonological neighborhood counts refer to Coltheart’s N, that is,
the number of words with the same length that differ by only one
letter or phoneme, respectively (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, &
Besner, 1977). Graphophonemic consistency was computed as the
logarithmic mean of nondirectional token “sonograph” probabilities, that is, ratios of specific grapheme-phoneme mappings over
the total number of grapheme–phoneme tokens (Spencer, 2009). In
an iterative process, items were selected and a nonparametric index
of association (Spearman’s ) among all variables was calculated;
the process terminated when groups of qualitatively distinct variables were not significantly correlated. The final intercorrelations
among variables in the selected items are shown in Table 2. The
distributions of stimulus variables compared with corpus type and
token distributions are shown in Appendix B.
A set of 150 pseudowords were constructed to resemble the
words in basic phonological and orthographic structure and in
letter and phoneme distribution. The pseudowords were indistinguishable from the words in the target variables, as verified by the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for equality of distributions. The
results of these tests are also listed in Table 1, and intercorrelations are shown in Table 2. The full list of stimuli is presented
in Appendix C.
Pseudoword neighborhoods were excluded from matching and
intercorrelation requirements to avoid undue activation of specific
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lexemes by pseudoword stimuli (especially because neighbors of
long pseudowords might be inflectional variants of a single base
form). Thus, pseudowords were constructed with as few neighbors
as possible. As a result, no claims can be made about effects on
pseudoword processing that are correlated with neighborhood size.
This is not an issue in the present study, as we focus on the analysis
of responses to words only. However, the fact that pseudowords
have few or no neighbors may have implications for the interpretation of effects on words in the lexical-decision task.

Procedure
A naming and a lexical-decision task were implemented in
DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003). In both tasks, each item was
presented in black Arial 36-pt white font on a white background at
the center of a 15.4-in. laptop screen for 2,000 ms. A few practice
and warm-up items preceded the experimental stimuli. A short
break was offered every 75 stimuli.
For lexical decision, participants responded by pressing the left
and right control keys. Words and pseudowords were intermixed
randomly. The “word” response was set to the participant’s preferred or nonpreferred hand, approximately counterbalanced
across participants. For naming, words and pseudowords were
presented in separate blocks, in counterbalanced order between
participants. Responses were recorded via a headset and onset
times were subsequently verified using CheckVocal (Protopapas,
2007). The order of naming and lexical decision tasks was counterbalanced. In both tasks, items were presented in a different
random order for each participant. A distractor task (digit span)
was administered between the two tasks to reduce carryover effects.

Data Analysis
Raw response times (in milliseconds, for correct responses only)
were inverted (transformed to ⫺1,000.0/RT), rather than logarithmically transformed, as this resulted in better approximation to the
normal distribution both for the raw data and for the model
residuals (cf. Baayen & Milin, 2010). The transformed RTs were

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Words, Pseudowords, and Corpus Types and Tokens, for Each Variable, and Results From the K-S Test
Comparing Word and Pseudoword Distributions
Words

a

Log frequency
Number of lettersa
Number of phonemes
Number of syllables
Orth. neighborsa
Phon. neighbors
Orth. bigram frequencya
Phon. bigram frequency
Orth. syllable frequency
Phon. syllable frequencya
G-P consistencya

Corpus types

Corpus tokens

M

SD

Range

Pseudowords
M

SD

D

K-S test
p

M

SD

M

SD

.88
7.24
7.09
3.11
2.17
3.25
.76
1.03
7.86
11.07
32.67

1.89
1.93
1.93
.95
1.50
1.88
.26
.37
5.70
5.78
8.03

⫺3.38 to 4.22
4 to 10
4 to 11
2 to 5
0 to 7
0 to 10
.22 to 1.31
.23 to 2.03
.85 to 20.1
.92 to 21.7
15.2 to 49.5

7.31
7.00
3.10
.39
1.31
.79
.98
6.36
9.82
32.75

1.84
1.82
.92
1.21
3.31
.32
.44
4.73
5.40
7.68

.060
.053
.020
.700
.633
.093
.140
.153
.147
.053

.950
.983
1.000
⬍.001
⬍.001
.531
.106
.059
.079
.983

⫺1.49
10.07
9.45
4.35
1.38
2.36
1.02
1.23
8.93
12.61
32.13

1.81
2.71
2.61
1.29
1.58
3.27
.42
.59
6.08
6.66
9.41

6.22
5.43
5.02
2.38
5.88
10.72
1.91
2.10
11.64
15.89
38.84

3.27
3.17
3.03
1.45
4.83
8.42
1.46
1.63
8.23
9.40
15.66

Note. K-S ⫽ Kolmogorov–Smirnov; Orth. ⫽ orthographic; Phon. ⫽ phonological; G-P ⫽ graphophonemic.
a
Variable subsequently selected for the “experimental” set.
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Table 2
Nonparametric Correlation Coefficients (Spearman’s ) Between Variables for Words and Pseudowords

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

a

Log frequency
Number of lettersa
Number of phonemes
Number of syllables
Orth. neighborsa
Phon. neighbors
Orth. bigram frequencya
Phon. bigram frequency
Orth. syllable frequency
Phon. syllable frequencya
G-P consistencya

2

3

4

5

⫺.049

⫺.084
.965ⴱ

⫺.084
.860ⴱ
.872ⴱ

⫺.002
⫺.007
.057
.044

.947ⴱ
.870ⴱ
⫺.504ⴱ
⫺.612ⴱ
.083
⫺.055
⫺.065
⫺.077
.003

.904ⴱ
⫺.505ⴱ
⫺.659ⴱ
⫺.060
.039
⫺.010
⫺.081
.122

⫺.486ⴱ
⫺.649ⴱ
⫺.056
.000
.124
.106
.036

6

.685ⴱ
⫺.037
.100
.096
.065
⫺.032

.069
.039
.023
.086
.640ⴱ
.106
.177ⴱ
.019
.056
⫺.121

7

8

9

10

11

.104
.008
⫺.067
⫺.096
.071
.133

.091
.034
.089
.042
.084
.095
.326ⴱ

⫺.081
⫺.080
⫺.096
.017
⫺.043
⫺.046
.060
⫺.253ⴱ

⫺.024
⫺.045
⫺.100
.082
⫺.081
⫺.017
.086
⫺.068
.786ⴱ

.002
⫺.106
⫺.057
⫺.050
⫺.018
⫺.052
.056
.110
.064
⫺.093

.214ⴱ
.092
.065
.046

.017
.101
.122

.697ⴱ
.044

⫺.123

Note. Coefficients for words are above the diagonal; those for pseudowords are below the diagonal. Orth. ⫽ orthographic; Phon. ⫽ phonological; G-P ⫽
graphophonemic.
a
Variable subsequently selected for the “experimental” set.
ⴱ
p ⬍ .05.

analyzed in R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013) using linear
mixed-effects models with crossed random effects for participants
and items (Baayen, 2008; Baayen et al., 2008). Models were
estimated with full maximum likelihood using package lme4
(Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2013). For significance testing, p values were calculated with Satterthwaite’s approximation
for the fixed effects, using package lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2013), and with log-likelihood ratio tests for
the random effects. All analyses involving naming data included
fixed effects of first and second phoneme class (six categories:
fricative, liquid, nasal, voiced stop, unvoiced stop, and vowel). All
independent variables were centered. All nominal variables were
deviation coded (see Appendix D for coding polarity).

Results
Data from two participants who failed to complete lexical decision, and from one participant with missing demographic information, were removed, leaving full data sets in both tasks for 129
participants to be further analyzed. Trials with no response within
the 2-s time-out period or with an RT less than 200 ms were
marked as incorrect. Mean accuracy was .97; accuracy per item
ranged between .67 and 1.00 (SD ⫽ .06); accuracy per participant
ranged between .89 and 1.00 (SD ⫽ .02).
A series of omnibus models were estimated first, including data
from both tasks. Fixed effects included linear effects and interactions among experimental (lexical and sublexical) variables, as
well as task variables (task type, trial order, task order, preceding
RT) and participant variables (age, sex, education, handedness).
Random structures included random slopes per participant for the
linear effects of trial number and preceding RT, in addition to
random intercepts for participants and items (words). Random
slopes of task were also included for both participants and items,
fully interacting with the other random effects. Models were gradually trimmed to remove nonsignificant fixed effects. It was confirmed that (a) age, sex, handedness, and phonological neighborhood had no significant effects or interactions; (b) item length
effects were completely represented by the number of letters; and
(c) syllable and bigram effects were limited to their phonological
and orthographic versions, respectively.

The resulting model was subjected to criticism focusing on the
residuals (Baayen & Milin, 2010). Data points (n ⫽ 185; 0.5% of
the data) with an absolute value of standardized residual exceeding
3.29 (corresponding to p ⬍ .001) were removed from the data set
and the model was reestimated, resulting in greatly improved fit
(deviance ⫽ ⫺1,804, down from 986; BIC ⫽ ⫺933, from 1,858)
with minor or negligible effects on coefficient estimates. All
subsequent analyses employ the trimmed data set.
To confirm the selection of a variable to play the role of a
long-term individual differences proxy, we fit a baseline model
with just a fixed intercept and random intercepts for participants
and items. Subsequent models including a fixed effect of age,
education, or both were compared with the baseline. Age accounted for 4.1% of participant variance (a statistically significant
effect, ␤ ⫽ ⫺8.83 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ ⫺2.32, p ⫽ .022) when entered
alone, and education for 7.7% (␤ ⫽ ⫺2.76 ⫻ 10⫺2, t ⫽ ⫺3.26,
p ⫽ .001). However, the effect of age was completely subsumed
by education, as the participant variance accounted for by both was
7.9%, consistent with the effect of age being suppressed and
nonsignificant in the presence of education (␤ ⫽ 3.21 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽
0.50, p ⫽ .618). Therefore, the data indicated that education— but
not age—was a relevant between-participants variable, accounting
for sufficient variance in this adult population, justifying its selection for further analyses. Despite the limited variability one might
expect in the number of years of education among a population of
school graduates, our participants spanned a rather wide range (12
to 21 years), permitting robust effects to emerge.
Interactions of task type (naming vs. lexical decision) with the
effects analyzed below were not removed in order to permit
comparisons across tasks. A complete model including all remaining factors is listed in Appendix D. In this model, there were strong
parametric effects, primarily of frequency and length, and, to a
smaller extent, of other variables. Task type, task order, and
education interacted significantly with some of these parametric
effects, indicating that recent and long-term experience with specific words affects the way they are processed, and that the
magnitude of this influence differs between the two tasks. The
significant interactions of task necessitated breaking down further
analyses, separating lexical decision from naming.
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Although the pseudowords were constructed based on real
words and were matched to the words in bigram and syllable
frequency, the fact that they were not matched in neighborhood
size leaves open the possibility that they may have been sufficiently dissimilar to the words to bias the lexical decision task and
allow it to be performed without reliance on lexical activation. To
alleviate this concern, we used the LD1NN algorithm to quantify
the bias inherent in our stimulus set (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2011),
applied to the specific stimulus sequence delivered to each of the
129 participants using R package vwr (Keuleers, 2013). No significant bias was detected (mean odds ⫽ 0.82, range ⫽ 0.71 to
0.99; mean z ⫽ ⫺1.12, range ⫽ ⫺1.93 to ⫺0.08). In particular,
cumulative average bias was negligible for words, whereas pseudowords were somewhat biased toward words, confirming their
word-like construction. Including the word probabilities estimated
by the LD1NN algorithm in the RT analysis model for the lexical
decision task produced no significant effect (␤ ⫽ ⫺3.72 ⫻ 10⫺3,
t ⫽ ⫺1.43, p ⫽ .153) and no interaction with trial order (␤ ⫽
3.69 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ 1.43, p ⫽ .154). Therefore, this factor was not
included in subsequent analyses.
Six variables were selected to represent lexical and sublexical
effects: log frequency (frequency [F]), number of letters (length
[L]), mean phonological syllable frequency (syllable frequency
[S]), orthographic neighborhood size (neighborhood [N]), orthographic bigram frequency (bigram frequency [B]), and graphophonemic consistency, as defined above (consistency [C]). These are
henceforth termed “experimental” variables. As noted above, these
variables were not significantly correlated with one another, and
therefore their effects can be investigated in isolation. The modulation of the effects of each of these variables in each task (T;
lexical decision vs. naming) by the short-term proxy task order
(TO; first vs. second) and by the long-term proxy education (E;
scale, centered) was examined in a series of models including (a)
a set of generic fixed effects, specifically, trial order (Ord) and RT
to the preceding item (invRT1; to account for sequential effects, cf.
Baayen & Milin, 2010; Taylor & Lupker, 2001); (b) the fixed
linear effect of one experimental variable interacting with task
order, education, and their interaction; and (c) a random structure
including intercepts for participants (sID) and items (iID), as well
as a random slope for the experimental variable for participants,
correlated with the participant random intercept, and an uncorrelated random slope for trial order. For example, the frequency
model (in R notation) was specified as
invRT ⬃ TaskOrd * Education * logfreq ⫹invRT1 ⫹ Ord
⫹ (1 ⫹ logfreq | sID) ⫹ (0 ⫹ Ord | sID) ⫹ (1 | iID).
Table 3 shows the results of fitting these models for each task
and experimental variable. To help interpret these results, Figures 1 and 2 display the corresponding interaction plots, created
with the effects package (Fox, 2003). In each panel, the effect of
an experimental variable is evaluated at the two levels of task order
and at endpoint values of education (“Low” ⫽ 12 years; “High” ⫽
21 years). The vertical range spanned by the predicted variable in
each panel is displayed numerically in order to facilitate comparisons.
Clear effects emerged for frequency and length, in both naming
and lexical decision, as expected, and in syllable frequency, only
in lexical decision. In addition, there were significant interactions
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of these variables with education and task order, but no significant
triple interaction.
Specifically, the effect of frequency was negative, indicating
faster responses to more frequent words. This was modulated by
task order such that it was reduced by a preceding task. The
modulation of the frequency effect by task order did not differ
between tasks (in the full model, interaction T ⫻ TO ⫻ F,
␤ ⫽ ⫺2.92 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ ⫺1.12, p ⫽ .262).
The effect of length was positive, indicating slower responses
to longer words. This was more pronounced in participants with
fewer years of education. It was also modulated by task order
such that it was reduced by a preceding task. The modulation of
the length effect by education and task order did not differ
between tasks (in the full model, T ⫻ TO ⫻ L, ␤ ⫽ 1.27 ⫻
10⫺3, t ⫽ 0.50, p ⫽ .617; T ⫻ E ⫻ L, ␤ ⫽ 7.74 ⫻ 10⫺4, t ⫽
1.27, p ⫽ .203). The combination of the two factors in lexical
decision led to the notable situation, seen in the top right panel
of Figure 1, of a negligible length effect estimate for the most
highly educated participants who had previously completed the
naming task.
The effect of syllable frequency was also positive, indicating
slower responses to words with more frequent syllables. Like the
frequency and length effect, the syllable frequency effect was
reduced by a preceding task; in naming this rendered the main
effect nonsignificant. The modulation of the syllable frequency
effect by task order did not differ between tasks (␤ ⫽ 4.19 ⫻ 10⫺4,
t ⫽ 0.49, p ⫽ .622). In naming, there was also an interaction of
syllable frequency with education, consistent with a smaller effect
for the participants with more years of education. The difference
between tasks in the modulation of the syllable frequency effect by
education approached significance (␤ ⫽ ⫺3.95 ⫻ 10⫺4,
t ⫽ ⫺1.94, p ⫽ .052).
The effects of the other three variables were less reliable. In
particular, there was no effect of neighborhood, bigram frequency, or consistency in naming, and no interaction with
education or task order. In lexical decision, there was a marginally significant main effect of neighborhood, in the direction
of faster responses to words with more neighbors. In addition,
there was a significant interaction of neighborhood with task
order (␤ ⫽ ⫺5.34 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ ⫺3.91, p ⬍ .001), indicating that
the effect of neighborhood was only reliable when the lexicaldecision task was administered first, and was diminished by a
preceding naming task. Accordingly, the triple interaction between task, task order, and neighborhood was significant
(␤ ⫽ ⫺9.09 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ ⫺2.80, p ⫽ .005). There was no
significant main effect of bigram frequency in lexical decision,
but only an interaction with task order (␤ ⫽ 1.69 ⫻ 10⫺2,
t ⫽ ⫺2.18, p ⫽ .029), consistent with a small bigram frequency
effect only when preceded by the naming task. Finally, there
was no significant effect or interaction of consistency in lexical
decision. There was no significant interaction of the modulation
of the effects of bigram frequency or consistency by task order
or education with task (triple interactions in the full model; all
p ⬎ .1).
Turning to the correlations between participant random intercepts and random slopes of the experimental variables, they
were significant for frequency, in both tasks, for length, in
lexical decision (and marginally in naming), and for syllable
frequency, in naming only. In each of these cases, the correla-
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Table 3
Main Effects and Interactions With Education and Task Order on Naming and Lexical Decision RT Involving the Six
Experimental variables
Interactions
⫻ Task order

Main effect
␤

t

p

␤

t

⫻ Task order ⫻
education (triple)

⫻ Education
p

␤

t

Random slope correlation

p

␤

t

p

r

2

p
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Full models
Lexical decision
Frequency
Length
Syllable frequency
Neighborhood
Bigram frequency
Consistency
Naming
Frequency
Length
Syllable frequency
Neighborhood
Bigram frequency
Consistency

⫺42
20
6
⫺14
⫺14
.8

⫺7.7
3.2
3.1
⫺1.7
⫺.3
.6

.000
.002
.002
.090
.759
.583

⫺4
5
1
⫺5
17
.4

⫺2.9
3.4
3.2
⫺3.9
2.2
1.5

.005
.001
.002
.000
.029
.136

⫺1
⫺3
.1
⫺.5
⫺5
.04

⫺1.0
⫺3.4
.7
⫺.8
⫺1.3
.3

.341
.001
.501
.452
.144
.776

⫺.3
.3
.1
1
⫺.1
.06

⫺.5
.5
.4
1.9
⬍.1
.4

.648
.642
.716
.056
.988
.653

.375
.248
⫺.079
.575
1.000
⫺1.000

7.15
4.30
.14
1.66
—
—

⫺26
27
2
⫺3
⫺21
⫺.2

⫺6.1
6.5
.8
⫺.5
⫺.6
⫺.1

.000
.000
.430
.625
.546
.886

⫺3
4
1
⫺1
6
.2

⫺3.2
3.0
3.2
⫺1.1
1.2
1.3

.002
.003
.002
.290
.248
.196

⫺.04
⫺2
⫺.3
⫺.2
⫺3
.01

⫺.1
⫺2.3
⫺1.9
⫺.4
⫺1.0
.1

.927
.021
.061
.716
.305
.883

.1
⫺.1
⬍.01
.1
2
.01

.3
⫺.1
⬍.1
.1
.6
.2

.772
.891
.973
.892
.557
.876

.323
.190
.520
⫺1.000
1.000
⫺1.000

4.82
3.48
12.39
—
—
—

.028
.062
⬍.001
—a
—a
—a

.008
.038
.709a
.197a
—a
—a

Models excluding nonsignificant effects
Lexical decision
Frequency
Length
Syllable frequency
Neighborhood
Bigram frequency
Consistency
Naming
Frequency
Length
Syllable frequency
Neighborhood
Bigram frequency
Consistency

⫺41
19
6
⫺14
⫺15
.8

⫺7.7
3.2
3.2
⫺1.7
⫺.3
.5

.000
.002
.002
.086
.733
.591

⫺4
5
1
⫺6
16

.006
.004
.000
.000
.049
.342

⫺1
⫺2
.1
⫺1
⫺5
.04

⫺1.1
⫺2.9
.7
⫺.9
⫺1.3
.3

.273
.004
.502
.383
.181
.741

.384
.257

7.15
4.30

.008
.038

.3

⫺2.8
2.9
3.5
⫺4.1
2.0
1.0

⫺26
27
2
⫺3
⫺21
⫺.2

⫺6.1
6.5
.8
⫺.6
⫺.6
⫺.1

.000
.000
.445
.578
.554
.891

⫺3
4
1
⫺1
6
.2

⫺3.1
2.9
2.7
⫺1.0
1.1
1.2

.002
.005
.009
.341
.251
.225

.0
⫺2
⫺.4
⫺.2
⫺2
.04

.0
⫺2.4
⫺2.5
⫺.5
⫺.9
.4

.969
.018
.013
.643
.354
.688

.297

4.83

.028

.443

12.39

⬍.001

Note. Results for full models in the top half of the table; results for models excluding the triple interaction and the random effects slope and correlation,
when nonsignificant (p ⬎ .05 in 1-df 2 comparison), in the bottom half. Frequency ⫽ log tokens; length ⫽ number of letters; phonological syllable
frequency; orthographic neighborhood; orthographic bigram frequency; graphophonemic consistency; all ␤ values multiplied by 1,000. Task order effects
are positive from first to second.
a
Random slope not significant.

tion coefficient was positive, indicating individual differences
in the effect of the experimental variable over and above the
effects of education and task order. For length and syllable
frequency, the effects of which were also positive, the sign of
the correlation indicates that the effect of the experimental
variable was larger for slower participants (i.e., with greater
mean RTs). In contrast, for frequency, which had a negative
effect, the sign of the correlation indicates that the effect of the
experimental variable was smaller for slower participants.
Some correlations were estimated at ⫾1.00, indicating overparameterization (associated with nonsignificant random slopes of
the experimental variable), and are not considered further.
Table 3 (lower portion) lists the results for models excluding
nonsignificant triple interactions and random effects.

Discussion
Our analyses have revealed that visual word recognition is
affected by the reader’s recent and accumulated exposure to lexical

items. Specifically, both short-term and long-term effects were
revealed for length. Short-term effects also emerged for frequency
and syllable frequency. These modulations did not differ between
naming and lexical decision. Evidence for short-term effects was
obtained for neighborhood and bigram frequency, in lexical decision only, subject to reservations stemming from the large number
of comparisons performed without statistical correction to control
familywise error rate. There were no effects involving graphophonemic consistency in either task.
To our knowledge, this is the first simultaneous systematic
investigation of short-term and long-term effects on a diverse set
of variables often examined in word recognition research. Because
of the large sample and well-controlled stimulus set, the results can
be constructively interpreted in the context of computational models of word recognition, providing novel directions for future
improvements. In the remainder of this section, we discuss our
findings and their broader implications in the context of the current
literature.
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Figure 1. Interaction plots for the six experimental variables and the two modulating factors (education and
task order) in lexical decision. All panels extend to the same vertical range (–2.00 to ⫺1.20) and to the full range
of the corresponding predictor variable (see variable ranges in Table 1). The vertical range of the predicted
variable (thick black line) in each panel is indicated in bold blue (black) numbers. See the online article for the
color version of this figure.

Frequency
Significant negative short-term effects on frequency were observed in both tasks, consistent with previous studies of repeated
naming and lexical decision using isolated words (Blais et al.,
2011; Colombo, Pasini, & Balota, 2006; Visser & Besner, 2001)
and with priming effects observed on neologisms (de Vaan,
Schreuder, & Baayen, 2007). Visser and Besner (2001) simulated
the repetition effect on frequency capitalizing on the decay parameter of the dual-route cascaded model (Coltheart et al., 2001).
However, their simulation presented no intervening items between

repetitions, rendering this kind of explanation implausible for the
delayed-priming type of effect observed in our study. Blais et al.
(2011) noted that this effect cannot be attributed to residual activation because lexical activation would lead to a transient effect,
soon decaying to baseline. Instead, they suggested that repetition
affects the strength of connections between lexical and semantic
representations.
An alternative view, in the context of optimal decision models
of word recognition (e.g., Norris, 2006; Norris & Kinoshita, 2008,
2012), is that encountering a word in the first task alters the prior
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Figure 2. Interaction plots for the six experimental variables and the two modulating factors (education and
task order) in naming. All panels extend to the same vertical range (–2.35 to ⫺1.55) and to the full range of the
corresponding predictor variable (see variable ranges in Table 1). The vertical range of the predicted variable
(thick black line) in each panel is indicated in bold blue (black) numbers. See the online article for the color
version of this figure.

probability for this word so that it becomes more likely through the
second task. Because low-frequency words have lower priors than
high-frequency words (indeed, this is what frequency effects
amount to in such models), an update of the prior might affect
low-frequency words more than high-frequency words, resulting in
reduced frequency effects in the second task. Thus, in these models, short-term frequency effects, such as those observed in our
study, can be thought of as part of the normal operation of the
model, assuming there is a mechanism for long-term updating of
the prior, because the increased expectation for a low-frequency
word can only be short-lived. In either a connectionist or optimal-

perceiver formulation, a long-term effect of repetition (i.e., cumulative reading experience) can be expected to arise in such situations.
In our data, there was no significant interaction of frequency
with education in either task, in contrast to the findings of Tainturier et al. (1992), but in agreement with other reports of null
long-term modulation effects with comparable pseudoword sets
(i.e., closely matched to the words and including no pseudohomophones; cf. Lewellen et al., 1993; Sears et al., 2008). The null
effect cannot be ascribed to inadequate frequency metrics because
our experimental variable was derived from a sufficiently large,
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34-million-word printed word corpus (cf. Kuperman & Van Dyke,
2013), likely representative of typical reading experience. However, the correlation between individual frequency effects (random
slopes of frequency) and task performance (participant random
intercepts) was significant, complicating the interpretation of longterm effects. It appears, then, that education and task performance
assess distinct aspects of individual differences that are both relevant for visual word recognition but have differential effects.
Given that frequency effects are overall negative (i.e., longer
RTs for lower frequency words), our finding of a significant
positive random effects correlation indicates larger (i.e., more
negative) frequency effects for faster (i.e., below-average RTs)
participants. This is inconsistent with previous studies examining
individual differences in verbal skills (Ashby et al., 2005; Chateau
& Jared, 2000; Diependaele et al., 2013; Kuperman & Van Dyke,
2011; Schilling et al., 1998; Yap et al., 2012), which have generally reported reduced frequency effects for higher skill participants. As noted in the introduction, some of those findings were
qualified by metric or stimulus properties, far from supporting a
general conclusion. Moreover, some of the previously reported
effects were arguably relative to stable individual differences
(traits), such as verbal ability, rather than to cumulative effects of
reading experience.
On the other hand, our finding is consistent with reports of
larger frequency effects in older than in younger participants that
have been ascribed to vocabulary differences (Ramscar et al.,
2013, 2014). Far from being specific indices of reading experience,
vocabulary skills, as measured by vocabulary tests, are strongly
associated with reading comprehension, more so than with wordlevel reading skills (e.g., in young adults, see Braze, Tabor, Shankweiler, & Mencl, 2007; and in elementary schoolchildren, see
Protopapas, Mouzaki, Sideridis, Kotsolakou, & Simos, 2013).
Moreover, even though vocabulary correlates with print exposure
indices used to assess reading experience (e.g., .73, age-adjusted,
between the vocabulary composite and the print experience composite in Braze et al., 2007), it also correlates so highly with IQ
(e.g., .85, age-adjusted, in Braze et al., 2007) that it is often used
as a proxy for (verbal) cognitive ability. However, the vocabulary
size modeled by Ramscar et al. (2013, 2014) is not accurately
estimated by standard vocabulary tests, for psychometric reasons:
Because of the very small probability of any single very rare word
being in one’s vocabulary, test items are inadequate probes for the
very low frequency range. Thus, “vocabulary” can be an ambiguous and misleading term in this context, and more work will be
necessary to disentangle the relationship between vocabulary size,
word recognition efficiency, and frequency effects.
Notably, the significant random effects correlation in our data
did not arise when conducting the analysis with logarithmically
transformed RTs, raising issues of scaling (discussed further below). Assuming, for a moment, that the finding proves replicable,
it remains to be determined what aspects of individual differences
are and are not related to frequency effects, indexed by processing
speed and education, respectively. One might reasonably expect
lexical decision and naming speed to correlate with reading experience, but the causal directionality and unique variance associated
with the relationship are unknown. If these measures can be
considered valid indices of cumulative reading experience, then
our data show that frequency effects increase with increasing
experience.
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On the other hand, years of education seems to be a more
closely related (if imperfect) proxy of adult reading experience,
to the extent that tertiary education, at least in Greece, seems to
consist largely of reading assignments and studying for exams.
This suggests that the significant random effects correlation
may turn out to be an artifact of inverse RT scaling. In that case,
we could conclude that when frequency and RTs are both
logarithmically scaled, and when frequency counts are based on
a large and representative corpus, there is no difference in the
frequency effect among participants who are expert readers,
differing in age and education within the range examined in our
study, that is, young adults who have at least finished high
school and have been admitted to a university program. This
conclusion may not be extended to children, less experienced
readers, or older adults, who are outside the range of our study.
Therefore, from this point of view, it seems that cumulative
reading experience does not further alter the frequency effect
once reading expertise has been attained.
How can a delayed effect of repetition have no permanent
consequences, leaving no trace in an already well-established
lexical system? We suggest that short-term effects of repetition
do leave permanent traces in the lexical and lexico-semantic
connections, but because continued cumulative exposure necessarily reflects the frequencies of lexical items in a sufficiently
large lexicon, the relative strength structure of connections
remains unaffected. In other words, the long-term stability of
frequency effects is dynamic, rather than fixed, reflecting the
continuous update of connection strengths (or priors, in optimal
decision models) at rates consistent with stable item frequencies, once those frequencies have been established in the expert
reader through cumulative experience. This proposal, to be
verified in computational modeling, highlights the need for
representative frequency metrics in word recognition research
(cf. Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2013), and it is consistent with a
constant updating of expert reading systems, contrasting with
existing models that remain fixed once trained (or otherwise
initially adjusted). This proposal is also consistent with the
findings of Ramscar et al. (2013, 2014)— even though it might
appear contradictory— because it concerns the frequency range
for which stable proportions are established. Very rare items
would not exhibit stable proportions, individually being of very
low probability in any given vocabulary. Because the difference
in the frequency effect reported by Ramscar et al. concerns the
very low frequencies, it is consistent with a prediction of no
difference in frequency effects for the remaining spectrum,
which is typically sampled in vocabulary tests and in stimulus
sets like ours.
Overall, the long-term situation for frequency effects is far from
resolved, in our study as well as in the previous literature. Further
work should disentangle and clarify the role of factors including
aspects of cognitive and verbal ability, overall exposure, and
experience with specific items. To this end, principled approaches
to the origin of frequency effects (e.g., Baayen, Milin, Ðurðević,
Hendrix, & Marelli, 2011; Norris, 2006) may prove more helpful
than hard-coded parameters (e.g., Coltheart et al., 2001) in permitting computational models to reveal the role of experiencerelated manipulations.
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Length
In contrast to frequency, length effects were consistently modulated by both short-term and long-term variables, and, in addition,
there remained a significant correlation with individual task performance beyond the effects of education. These findings are
consistent with previous reports (of long-term effects; see Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011, and Yap et al., 2012) insofar as they may
be understood as a general susceptibility of length effects to
aspects of verbal and reading efficiency. However, it is not clear
how to interpret length effects in word processing from the point
of view of either dual-route or optimal decision theories.
On the one hand, the dual-route cascaded model specifically
predicts no length effects for words (Coltheart et al., 2001) because
length effects arise entirely from the involvement of the nonlexical
route, and in the case of real words, the output of the lexical route
is available earlier. Maloney, Risko, O’Malley, and Besner (2009)
have successfully applied this rationale to investigate the formation of novel lexical items, as a result of repeatedly reading
pseudowords, by measuring the progressive reduction of length
effects (but cf. Martens & De Jong, 2008). The lack of length
effects for words was in agreement with human data available at
the time but may be an artifact of restricting the data to monosyllables, as studies including multisyllabic words have reported
significant effects of length on naming and lexical decision in
English (Yap & Balota, 2009) and other languages (Barca, Burani,
& Arduino, 2002; Ferrand et al., 2010, 2011; Keuleers et al.,
2010).
Recourse to a nonlexical route might seem like a reasonable
candidate explanation for length effects because both overall
higher expertise and short-term residual lexical activation may be
associated with diminished involvement of a nonlexical procedure,
as suggested by Maloney et al. (2009). That is, if the lexical and
nonlexical procedures interact such that the nonlexical route can
contribute more rapidly to the output for shorter words, consistent
with the lexical route, then length effects can emerge in dual
architectures. This has apparently been achieved in the connectionist dual process (CDP⫹⫹) model by greatly increasing the
grapheme parsing rate, leading to successful modeling of length
effects (Perry et al., 2010). Presumably, a countereffect could be
obtained by speeding up lexical activation, either in general or for
specific items. Thus, short-term and long-term effects on length
may arise from transient and permanent, respectively, speedup of
the lexical route, causing the delayed output of the nonlexical route
to have less opportunity to affect the outcome.
This approach would predict an interaction of length with frequency because the speed of the sublexical route would be the
same for items of the same length, but only the less frequent items
would lexically rise slowly enough to be affected. This prediction
has been supported in studies reporting a significant interaction
between frequency and length (Weekes, 1997; Yap & Balota,
2009); however, it is at odds with Greek data (Protopapas &
Kapnoula, 2013). The source of this discrepancy warrants further
investigation, as it may be related to the natural correlation between frequency and length in unselected stimuli, in contrast to the
stimulus set used here, in which independent variables were decorrelated.
However, length effects need not be ascribed to a nonlexical
route. In single-route connectionist models, most existing imple-

mentations have only addressed monosyllabic words. Nevertheless, weak length effects emerged in the model of Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, and Patterson (1996), the implications of which
need to be worked out in more inclusive simulations with multisyllabic items. More recently, Chang, Furber, and Welbourne
(2012) ascribed length effects to visual processing and implemented a multilayer connectionist network, in which orthographic
representations were learned on the basis of visual input rather
than being predefined. The pressure to learn orthographic representations in the additional layer gave rise to effects often attributed to serial processing in dual route frameworks, including word
length effects as well as position of irregularity and whammy
effects. However, it is not clear whether this formulation could
allow emergence of either short-term or long-term effects once the
orthographic representation has been learned.
In the revised Bayesian reader (Norris & Kinoshita, 2012), an
optimal decision model, length effects were successfully simulated
without recourse to serial operations. The origin of length effects
in this model has not been scrutinized. Perhaps longer intervals are
required for sufficient information to accumulate when the number
of letters increases because the identity and position of each
individual letter is initially uncertain. Short-term effects on length
might be accounted for in this model in the same way as frequency
effects: If a word’s prior is updated upon initial presentation, then
its uncertainty in the second encounter will be reduced. Because
longer words are more uncertain, they will be affected more
strongly by the update of their prior; hence, length effects will be
reduced. Whether this mechanism can also account for long-term
effects, given a form of long-term tracking of priors, remains to be
determined.
Finally, eye movements may offer a more trivial account for the
length effects. For example, in the naïve discriminative reader
(Baayen et al., 2011), a fixation penalty was added to simulated
latencies for words with more than five letters, accounting for the
increased probability of multiple fixations on longer words
(Rayner, 1998, 2009). Modeling refixations has also succeeded in
producing length effects in a recurrent connectionist network
(Plaut, 1999; Plaut, McClelland, & Seidenberg, 1995). Because
less skilled readers make more refixations on the same word than
more skilled readers (Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011), this could
explain, at least in part, the interaction between length and education in our data, assuming that the increased probability of refixation for less skilled readers would apply more strongly for longer
words. In this context, the short-term effect could still be accounted for by the updating of a word’s prior probability in the
preceding task, which might reduce the need for refixations.
The number of fixations does not seem sufficient to capture the
observed effects, however, because our stimuli did not exceed 10
letters in length, arguably being within the identification span of
our participants. Moreover, less skilled readers exhibit not only
increased probability of refixation but also increased gaze duration
(Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011), consistent with a need for longer
processing time beyond moving the eyes more often. At present,
the available data cannot logically preclude the possibility that part
of our reported length effects may be trivially accounted for by
multiple fixations. To test this possibility, future research must (a)
track eye movements during these tasks, to document the number
of fixations per item and its relationship to length; and (b) repeat
the tasks with duration of stimulus presentation not exceeding the
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duration of a fixation, to preclude any benefit of refixation, and
examine whether length effects on RTs are still present beyond any
effects on accuracy.
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Syllable Frequency
Syllable frequency has emerged as an important variable in
accounting for item RT variance, consistent with findings in
French, German, and Spanish (Conrad, Carreiras, & Jacobs, 2008;
Conrad, Carreiras, Tamm, & Jacobs, 2009; Conrad, Grainger, &
Jacobs, 2007; Conrad & Jacobs, 2004; Conrad, Tamm, Carreiras,
& Jacobs, 2010). In the present study, a long-term modulation of
the inhibitory syllable frequency effect approached significance in
the naming task, with more years of education associated with a
smaller effect. In addition, the syllabic effect was reduced by
repetition (a short-term effect) in both tasks.
Similar to the short-term modulation of length effects, this may
be attributed to transient residual lexical activation (or perhaps
updated priors), resulting in faster lexical processing, causing
sublexical influences—including indirect phonological activation—to diminish (cf. Conrad et al., 2007). Similarly, the longterm decrease of the inhibitory syllabic effect (associated with
higher education) may reflect a cumulative influence of item
activation. In lexical decision, semantic involvement may lead to
resonant activation feeding back through the phonological lexicon
and negatively impacting recognition via lexical competition. In
contrast, in naming, any negative effects of competition might be
counteracted by direct positive effects in articulatory planning,
resulting in a nonsignificant net effect as a combination of two
opposing trends, especially for the more experienced readers.
Although these are highly speculative accounts, there are currently
no alternative proposals for how syllable frequency effects might
be accounted for in the context of other types of word recognition
models.

Neighborhood
Despite their significance and ubiquity in the literature, neighborhood effects were not a major factor in our data. A marginally
significant facilitatory effect of neighborhood size on lexical decision was observed, which, for participants on the low end of our
education range, was knocked out by repetition (i.e., a preceding
naming task), as indicated by a marginally significant triple interaction. There was no effect on naming. Rather than attempting to
interpret a potentially unreliable effect, we might instead point out
that the notion of neighborhood is problematic for a database such
as ours, in part due to properties of the language such as inflectional morphology and word length distribution.
Specifically, content words in Greek (adjectives, nouns, and
verbs) are always inflected by suffixation, for a range of grammatical properties, leading to sets of individual word forms differing minimally at their right end. It is not clear whether members
of an inflectional family should count as distinct lexical items and,
therefore, as neighbors (i.e., potential competitors) of each other,
or whether lexical entries are structured around base forms that
may activate each other via their common root. In addition, the
preponderance of long and multisyllabic words (median token
length in the corpus is five letters, two syllables; Protopapas et al.,
2012) results in overall sparse neighborhoods, as there are many
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more ways for longer strings to be different than shorter strings.
The combined effect of these two factors suggests that what is
counted as neighbors in our corpus may be largely confined to
inflectional variants, especially for the longer words, so that global
sparseness is distorted by local denseness. This situation is not
unique to Greek, of course, but seems to be quite different from
English, which is the most studied language and the one in which
the effects of neighbors and their theoretical significance have
been established. Further research will be needed to elucidate the
notion of neighborhood in languages with longer words and rich
inflectional morphology, as far as the crucial properties of lexical
activation and competition are concerned.
An interesting possibility was raised by Yarkoni, Balota, and
Yap (2008), who suggested that length effects may be neighborhood effects in disguise. Instead of Coltheart’s N, they used a
neighborhood density metric taking into account the 20 nearest
neighbors of each word in terms of edit distance (termed “orthographic Levenshtein distance 20,” or “OLD20”). Because they
found that the word length effect was greatly diminished by
controlling for the OLD20 effect, they proposed that length effects
may arise from orthographic similarity (more support due to more
neighbors for shorter words) rather than from contributions of a
nonlexical route (faster for shorter words). This idea seems compatible with the finding of Chang et al. (2012) that length effects
can arise in a feedforward parallel model of word reading at the
interface between visual and orthographic representations, insofar
as neighborhoods are conceived of as statistical regularities in the
orthographic lexicon.
We could not have used OLD20 in our main analysis because
this variable has not been decorrelated with the other effects under
investigation during item selection. However, to examine this
possibility, we added OLD20 to our length analysis as an additive
fixed effect, plus a random slope allowed to correlate with the
participant intercept and with the length random slope. OLD20
was significantly correlated with number of letters in our word set
(Spearman’s  ⫽ .647, p ⬍ .001). Its main effect on RTs was
significant in lexical decision (␤ ⫽ 1.15 ⫻ 10⫺1, t ⫽ 2.59, p ⫽
.010) and marginally in naming (␤ ⫽ 5.73 ⫻ 10⫺2, t ⫽ 1.94, p ⫽
.054). Addition of OLD20 to the length model reduced the main
effect of length from 19.6 (p ⫽ .002) to a nonsignificant 6.3 (p ⫽
.423) in lexical decision, and from 27.1 (p ⬍ .001) to 20.5 (p ⬍
.001) in naming (these numbers are estimated ␤ multiplied by
1,000, to be comparable with those in Table 3).
Although the complete picture is complicated by significant
interactions,2 the preliminary finding from this analysis seems
consistent with the proposal of Yarkoni et al. (2008; and with
Ferrand et al., 2010, for French) insofar as naming length effects
may arise from articulatory planning demands, whereas lexical
decision effects may be a relatively purer indicator of lexical
2
Task order did not interact with OLD20 in either lexical decision (␤ ⫽
2.84 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ 0.36, p ⫽ .719) or naming (␤ ⫽ 8.03 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ 1.47,
p ⫽ .141), but persisted in modulating length (lexical decision: ␤ ⫽ 4.87 ⫻
10⫺3, t ⫽ 2.70, p ⫽ .008; naming: ␤ ⫽ 3.42 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ 2.17, p ⫽ .031).
Education interacted with OLD20 in naming (␤ ⫽ ⫺6.72 ⫻ 10⫺3,
t ⫽ ⫺2.54, p ⫽ .011), but not in lexical decision (␤ ⫽ 1.48 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽
0.39, p ⫽ .699), whereas the converse was the case for length (lexical
decision: ␤ ⫽ ⫺2.68 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ ⫺3.06, p ⫽ .003; naming: ␤ ⫽ ⫺8.77 ⫻
10⫺4, t ⫽ ⫺1.15, p ⫽ .252). Triple interactions were not significant.
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activation. Thus, length effects need not necessarily arise from the
involvement of nonlexical processing, as assumed in dual route
models, but may turn out to index the orthographic similarity
structure of the lexicon, in which longer words typically have
fewer similar words to interact with. This may allow future connectionist models to address both neighborhood effects and,
thereby, apparent length effects, by using much larger, more inclusive word sets.
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Orthographic Variables
Our last two variables of interest, namely, mean bigram frequency and graphophonemic consistency, failed to show consistent
effects or interactions. The barely significant interaction of bigram
frequency with task order in lexical decision, in the absence of
main effects and with estimates of different sign for the two task
orders, defies coherent interpretation. This may be due to inappropriate metric selection for these variables. However, it may be
noted that bigram frequency effects have not been found to be
significant in many previous studies. Balota, Cortese, SergentMarshall, Spieler, and Yap (2004) excluded bigram frequency
from their reported analyses of English monosyllables because
they found them to be unrelated to their dependent measures. In
their Footnote 1, they noted “repeated failures to demonstrate an
influence of this variable” (p. 296). Similarly, Keuleers et al.
(2012) found no effect of this variable in the British Lexicon
Project and reported discovering only one previous study reporting
an effect. Thus, our study joins previous reports in suggesting that
bigram frequency may have been overrated as a variable to control
for when matching sets of stimuli (cf. Adelman, 2012).
As for graphophonemic consistency, it seems plausible that the
overall high transparency of the Greek orthography may result in
consistency ranges that are too small to produce any observable
processing effects, especially taking into account the relative influences of much more important variables such as frequency and
length. The lack of a long-term modulation of consistency also
suggests that sufficient reading expertise is generally attained in
the Greek orthography by the end of secondary education to
diminish any potential effects arising from graphophonemic complexity. Perhaps more targeted studies using appropriately constructed pseudowords might have more power to reveal effects of
orthographic consistency in languages with relatively transparent
orthographies.

Implications and Limitations
Coming back to our central question as to the nature of shortterm and long-term effects, it seems that the most striking finding
lies in the difference between the patterns of frequency and length
effects: Both were reduced by a preceding task, but only the latter
was modulated by years of education. This may reflect a crucial
difference in the nature of these effects and in the way in which
exposure to lexical items shapes the underlying processing system.
We have already discussed possible mechanisms that may subserve the modulation of frequency and length effects by experience. In the case of frequency, RTs may reflect the relative
strength of connections within a stable, dynamically updated word
recognition system. In contrast, a plausible explanation for the
modulation of length effects by education is that highly expert

readers may reach a plateau in terms of reading speed for both
short and long words, whereas less experienced readers may rely
on less efficient (serial or parallel) processes that are more susceptible to item length. Overall, the critical differences may concern relative versus absolute system dynamics and limiting factors.
Computational models of visual word recognition should be able
to naturally represent these distinctions to capture the different
ways in which gradually accumulating short-term effects transform into persistent individual differences.
As noted in the introduction, most work on word recognition has
concentrated on very few languages. In particular, research on
short-term and long-term effects is largely dominated by studies in
the English language. As it is unclear whether work in an orthographic outlier, such as English, can be fruitfully generalized to
other languages and orthographic systems, conversely, it is possible that findings in Greek may not be directly comparable with
those of previous studies in English. Although Greek is more
similar, in terms of orthographic transparency, to most other European languages than English is, the generalizability of our findings must be empirically established before general conclusions
can be drawn.
Having said that, our study has revealed several interesting
effects that, if confirmed cross-linguistically, may be used to
constrain modeling efforts. For example, approaches that eschew
learning, claiming to model the mature (adult) reading system
only, rather than its development, might appear less justified in
light of the transient and potentially permanent effects of the
operation of the mature system on its own properties. In particular,
dual-route models would have to allow both transient and lasting
modification of their lexical connections on the basis of ongoing
activation, whereas connectionist models might need to eschew the
absolute distinction between a “training” and a “testing” phase,
also allowing ongoing modification of connection strengths beyond the attainment of expert performance. It remains to be seen
whether such modifications could produce the observed short-term
and long-term modulation of frequency and length effects. Moreover, in either type of model, the relative magnitude of short-term
repetition and long-term experience must conform to the respective observed rates, which are consistent with highly unequal
power law slopes (Kirsner & Speelman, 1996), perhaps indicating
that only a minor proportion of the transient enhancement achieves
long-term permanence.
Like connectionist networks, optimal decision models such as
the Bayesian reader (Norris, 2006) and the naïve discriminative
reader (Baayen et al., 2011) seem directly amenable to the learning
manipulations needed to simulate short-term and long-term effects,
insofar as these models also learn their cue weights and priors on
the basis of input data. Therefore, the learning ability can be
extended throughout model operation to permit parameter updating on the basis of experience. It remains to be determined how to
balance short-term and long-term effects in order to account for
differential effects of current (or recent) context and the cumulative processing history of the model. Related approaches can be
found in “rational analysis” formulations, in which current cue
weights contribute to activation together with base-level activation, which is determined by a decaying function of previous
occurrences, thus reflecting cumulative experience in the form of
the log odds that an item will reoccur (Anderson et al., 2004).
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However, there are certain concerns to be taken into account
when interpreting our results. First, our methodological approach
based on a selected stimulus set with decorrelated properties may
have allowed us to disentangle individual variable effects, but it
remains to be established that these findings are indeed representative and generalizable. Second, in this study, we have chosen to
transform raw RTs via an inverse function, based on examination
of the distributions of the RTs and the model residuals. In addition
to bringing RT data distributions into reasonably close agreement
with the normal distribution, inverse scaling affords a rate interpretation as items per second. On the other hand, logarithmic
scaling, which is the option more frequently taken, has the property of naturally accounting for proportional effects, because ratios
are transformed to differences, which are then linearly modeled or
properly accounted for in random intercepts. However, it is not
clear that proportionality is empirically satisfied, or that it is
consistent with predictions of information processing models (cf.
Faust, Balota, Spieler, & Ferraro, 1999).
Evidently, these choices are not without consequences: Although almost all findings reported above are robust to scaling
choice, the correlation between random participant intercepts and
random slopes for frequency was significant only with the inverse
transformation. It is unclear whether this is a statistical artifact, due
to poorly modeled nonlinearities, or a case of enhanced modeling
of variance components. Thus, the issue of scaling is complicated
by statistical considerations that are contrasted with empirical and
modeling considerations. It may take several iterations to clarify
both the appropriate scale of analysis as well as the best-fitting
curves accounting for the effects of particular variables.
An imperfect aspect of our experimental design was that all
items were repeated, rather than having some repeated and some
unrepeated items in the second session. In this way, repetition is
confounded with session, potentially permitting interpretations of
our findings related to generic factors such as fatigue or practice
effects. Fatigue seems particularly unlikely as an explanation,
because the sizable main effect of task order was negative, that is,
lower RTs overall when second than when first. Moreover, it is not
clear how generic effects might explain the specific differential
effects revealed in our analysis. For example, how could generic
practice or fatigue affect longer or low-frequency words more than
shorter or high-frequency ones?
If reduced frequency effects were due to practice or fatigue, they
should appear within tasks as well; however, the interaction of
frequency with trial order was not significant in either task (lexical
decision, ␤ ⫽ ⫺5.08 ⫻ 10⫺4, t ⫽ ⫺0.41, p ⫽ .683; naming, ␤ ⫽
1.93 ⫻ 10⫺3, t ⫽ 1.09, p ⫽ .276) and did not interact with task
order (lexical decision, ␤ ⫽ 3.07 ⫻ 10⫺4, t ⫽ 0.12, p ⫽ .902;
naming, ␤ ⫽ ⫺1.73 ⫻ 10⫺4, t ⫽ ⫺0.05, p ⫽ .961). Instead, it
seems that a more specific effect of practice must be invoked to
account for the findings, related to the structure of the orthographic
lexicon and to specific properties of the processing system, which
is precisely the factor we claim is missing from current word
recognition models. Even though the present study presents robust
findings based on a large sample and a well-controlled and representative stimulus set, future studies should verify this assertion
with an unconfounded repetition manipulation. However, it may
be noted that our use of two distinct tasks for the first and second
presentation, in addition to lending robustness to the consistent
findings, also effectively eliminates a potentially devastating crit-
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icism, namely, that short-term effects might be due to experience
with the task rather than with the words (cf. Kirsner & Speelman,
1996).
A further limitation concerns our use of education as a proxy for
word recognition experience and skill. Additional variables, such
as a vocabulary test or an author recognition test, might have been
desirable, to quantify more precisely the individual amount of
reading experience our participants brought to the task, and hence
their likely exposure to the experimental stimuli, as distinct from
stable verbal ability traits. However, taking into account that we
were interested in effects on the mature reading system, and not
arguably developmental differences that may be considered outside the scope of certain word reading models, postsecondary years
of education seem like a reasonable candidate, as they must correlate with adult reading experience. In addition, the analysis of
random participant variance associated with education and age
revealed a substantial effect of education, consistent with our
hypothesis. At any rate, the results must be interpreted as they
stand on their own: The fact that education significantly modulated
the effects of certain variables in a consistent and theoretically
interpretable way lends a certain post hoc support to the use of this
particular proxy.
Finally, it should be taken into account that, in order to isolate
and discuss the effects of individual variables, we have ignored
interactions among variables, some of which are significant in this
data set (see Protopapas & Kapnoula, 2013), and that, in order to
examine the correlations between overall performance and
individual-level effects, we have greatly simplified the random
structure of our models (with the additional nonnegligible benefit
of facilitating convergence). Although examination of the full
model gives no cause for concern over the implications of these
limitations, it remains the case that future studies with larger data
sets may be able to take more inclusive approaches to statistical
modeling.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have examined a set of lexical and sublexical
variables in accounting for lexical decision and naming latency
variance. In particular, we investigated how the effects of these
variables are modulated by short-term and long-term individual
differences, namely, the experimental manipulation of repetition
and the educational level of the participants, respectively. We have
revealed differential modulation of the effects of the experimental
variables, with word length effects being influenced both by shortterm and long-term factors; in contrast, frequency was clearly
affected by the short-term factor, but the long-term findings were
inconsistent. Syllabic frequency was an important predictor, subject to differential short-term and long-term effects in the two
tasks. Potential explanations were offered for these effects, in the
context of current modeling frameworks, all of which are, in their
current implementations, too static to accommodate such effects.
Thus, these findings may be useful to further our understanding of
the visual word processing architecture and to constrain computational modeling efforts toward continuous dynamic selfadjustment.
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Benefits of Decorrelating Variables
In the following simulations, we demonstrate that using samples
selected to decorrelate variables that are correlated in the population results in (a) more accurate estimates of the effects of each
variable when estimated individually, and (b) reduced susceptibility to interaction artifacts when nonlinear effects are modeled
linearly. In both cases, the advantage of decorrelated samples
increases with the magnitude of the correlation in the population.
In the simulations we created “populations” of N ⫽ 200,000
value pairs, corresponding to variables x1 and x2, sampled ran-

domly from bivariate normal distributions with variance1 c
, with c ranging between 0 and 0.25 in
covariance matrix
c 1⁄2
steps of 0.01. Two sets of n ⫽ 200 (x1, x2) pairs were sampled from
this population. One set was sampled completely at random
(within ⫺2.5 ⬍ z ⬍ 2.5 of the scaled values, to avoid extremes).
The second set was sampled repeatedly (within a scaled radius of
2.5 from the mean) until the Spearman correlation between the two
variables satisfied || ⬍ 0.1. Thus, we obtained one random and
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Figure A1. Estimated regression coefficients for the effects of x1 and x2 (independently, in simple models; top) and
their interaction (in full models of y2 and y3; bottom) in the random sample (left) and the decorrelated sample (right) as
a function of the correlation (Spearman’s ) between x1 and x2 in the population. Dotted lines mark the correct values.
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one artificially decorrelated sample of size 1/1,000 of the population. This was repeated 1,000 times for each step of c.
In the first simulation, a “dependent” variable y1 was defined as
y1 ⫽ b0 ⫹ b1 · x1 ⫹ b2 · x2 ⫹ ε, with b0 ⫽ 0.00, b1 ⫽ 0.02, b2 ⫽
0.01, and ε ⫽ 0.05 · N (0,1). That is, this dependent variable
included additive linear effects of both independent variables
(larger for the higher variance variable) plus random noise that was
5 times greater than the weaker of the two effects. The combined
effects of x1 and x2 accounted for approximately 15% of y1
variance (multiple R2) in the population. Subsequently, linear
models were fit, separately for the effects of each independent
variable, using the random and the decorrelated sample. Figure A1
(top) shows the estimated coefficients for the effects of x1 and x2
as a function of the correlation between x1 and x2 in the population.
The correct values (0.2 and 0.1, respectively) are marked with a
dotted line. Clearly, the random sample (left panel) overestimates
these effects, particularly of the (lower-variance) x2, as a result of
the correlation, whereas the decorrelated sample (right panel) is
much less susceptible to this artifact. This simulation demonstrates
that using decorrelated samples is effective in permitting reasonably accurate individual analyses of the decorrelated variables.
In the second simulation, dependent variables y2 and y3 were
defined similarly to y1, except that the effect of x1 was nonlinear.
Specifically, b1 · x1 was replaced by b1 · x=, where x= was
nonlinearly derived from x1 and then scaled to M ⫽ 0 and SD ⫽
1. Two nonlinearities were tested. The first one (for y2) was a very
mild logarithmic, in which x= ⫽ log10(x1⫹6). The second one (for
y3) was a moderate quadratic, with x= ⫽ –(x1 – 2)2. Figure A2

displays these nonlinearities for c ⫽ 0. Therefore, in each version
of this simulation, the dependent variable included one linear and
one nonlinear effect of the independent variables but no interaction
between the two. Linear models were fit, separately for each
version of the dependent variable, including linear effects of the
two independent variables as well as an interaction term. Figure
A1 (bottom) shows the estimated coefficient for the interaction, for
each dependent variable, as a function of the correlation between
x1 and x2 in the population. The correct value (0.0) is marked with
a dotted line. An artifactual interaction is evident in the random
sample, especially in the case of the quadratic effect (solid line), as
a result of the correlation and the misspecified model (which
includes only a linear effect), whereas the decorrelated sample is
much less susceptible to this artifact. This simulation demonstrates
that using decorrelated samples is effective in isolating nonadditivities due to interactions from nonadditivities due to nonlinearities, thereby permitting more accurate estimation of interaction
effects in the presence of unmodeled nonlinearities.
The results of the two simulations are consistent with the claim
that using samples with decorrelated variables can help estimate
more accurately the effects of multiple variables that are naturally
correlated in the population, and in this way can produce complementary and corroborating evidence that is less susceptible to
statistical artifacts arising from the correlation than are randomly
selected samples. The extent to which decorrelated samples can be
useful in practice depends on the correlations in the population and
on the presence of unmodeled nonlinearities.

Figure A2. Distribution of y2 and y3 as a function of x1 in a population with zero covariance between x1 and
x2 (gray points). The black line marks the denoised trend, to illustrate the logarithmic (left) and quadratic (right)
relationship.
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Figure B1 displays the distributions of the six experimental variables in the stimulus sample compared with their distribution in the
corpus they were derived from. The top five rows display the low
triangle of the bivariate distributions array, in which corpus items (i.e.,
individual word forms) are marked with light gray dots, and the
stimulus set is marked with black bullets on top of the corpus back-

ground. The bottom row shows the density plots of the stimulus set
(continuous line) against the density plots of the corpus type distribution
(dashed line) and token distribution (dotted line). The intercorrelations
among all measured variables in the corpus are listed in Table B1.
Although the sampled variables span wide ranges, including the
most densely populated ranges in the corpus, the issue of repre-

Figure B1. Top five rows: Bivariate distributions of the six experimental variables in the stimulus sample
(black dots) overlaid on their distribution in the corpus (jittered; gray dots). Bottom row: Density plots of the
same variables in the stimulus set (continuous line) against corpus type (dashed line) and token (dotted line)
distribution.
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Table B1
Nonparametric Correlation Coefficients (Spearman’s ) Between Variables for Corpus Types and Tokens
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1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

a

Log frequency
Number of lettersa
Number of phonemes
Number of syllables
Orth. neighborsa
Phon. neighbors
Orth. bigram frequencya
Phon. bigram frequency
Orth. syllable frequency
Phon. syllable frequencya
G-P consistencya

⫺.840
⫺.860
⫺.840
.740
.700
.590
.440
.270
.180
.350

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

⫺.220

⫺.220
.950

⫺.180
.870
.890

.260
⫺.320
⫺.280
⫺.250

.280
⫺.430
⫺.430
⫺.370
.670

.040
.200
.100
.140
.040
.060

.050
.080
.180
.200
.110
.100
.440

.040
.120
.150
.370
.020
.000
.200
.220

.070
.070
.080
.360
.030
.050
.150
.320
.850

.020
.050
.160
.180
.070
.030
.430
.560
.360
.260

.970
.930
⫺.800
⫺.770
⫺.410
⫺.320
⫺.220
⫺.180
⫺.410

.940
⫺.800
⫺.770
⫺.460
⫺.270
⫺.210
⫺.190
⫺.290

⫺.780
⫺.740
⫺.510
⫺.370
.000
.070
⫺.340

.800
.540
.380
.210
.100
.320

.520
.510
.190
.120
.320

.690
.150
.000
.390

.100
.010
.540

.810
.230

.050

Note. Coefficients for corpus types are above the diagonal; those for tokens are below the diagonal. Corpus types, N ⫽ 206,621; tokens, N ⫽ 29,557,090.
Orth. ⫽ orthographic; Phon. ⫽ phonological; G-P ⫽ graphophonemic.
a
Variable in the “experimental” set.

sentativeness is not easy to resolve. What is representative with
respect to the flat lexicon (word type distribution) is not representative with respect to any participant’s experience (word token
distribution). That is, if we sample every word with equal probability, rare words will be overrepresented, potentially obscuring
typical lexical processing (i.e., of more frequent items) as well as
decreasing reliability (because RTs to low-frequency words are
less reliable; Diependaele, Brysbaert, & Neri, 2012). Conversely,
if we sample based on probability of occurrence, rare words will be
underrepresented, potentially distorting the general properties of
the processing system. It is unclear which kind of sampling will
best reveal the properties of lexical processing and their behavioral
effects on visual word recognition. Thus, in the present approach,
we have taken a middle ground, by ensuring adequate coverage of
variable ranges and by seeking to achieve sample distributions that
are intermediate between type and token distributions in the corpus.
The stimulus selection process was initiated with 150 words and
150 pseudowords that were handpicked to span wide ranges in the
experimental variables. Words were selected from the IPLR C
corpus (Protopapas et al., 2012), and pseudowords were selected
from a set of approximately 1,000 pseudowords constructed specifically for this study. Nonparametric correlation coefficients
(Spearman’s ) between all variables were calculated, for each of
the two sets separately, and items were replaced on the basis of the
correlations. For example, if frequency showed a high positive
correlation with neighborhood size, then items with high frequency
and high neighborhood size, or with low frequency and low
neighborhood size, were removed from the set. Items with high
frequency and low neighborhood size were then sought in the

corresponding corpus, taking into account the other pairwise correlations as much as possible. This process was repeated multiple
times until all qualitatively distinct variables were not significantly
correlated.
Initial phoneme classes were not among the decorrelated
variables and were only expected (and confirmed) to affect
naming times (not lexical decision). To examine possible associations of initial phonemes with the experimental variables,
one-way analyses of variance were conducted with each experimental variable as the dependent variable, separately for first
phoneme class and for second phoneme class as the independent
variable. Table B2 lists the results of these analyses. Naturally,
phoneme classes were associated with syllable frequency. Associations with other variables would not survive correction for
multiple comparisons.
Table B2
ANOVA of Each Experimental Variable by First and Second
Phoneme Over the Word Set
First phoneme class

Second phoneme
class

Dependent variable

F(4, 145)

p

F(5, 144)

p

Frequency
Length
Syllable frequency
Neighborhood
Bigram frequency
Consistency

.21
.71
42.00
.35
2.98
1.50

.932
.584
⬍.001
.847
.021
.205

1.53
.70
13.05
.45
1.41
2.42

.184
.624
⬍.001
.815
.224
.039
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List of Stimuli
Words

Pseudowords

␣␦εέ, ␣´ , ␣´ ␣, ␣␣␤´ , ␣␦´ ,
␣␣´ , ␣␣´ , ␣έ␥, ␣´ ␣, ␣␣ε´,
␣␣´ε␣, ␣␣´ , ␣´ ␣, ␤␣´ ε␣, ␤␣␣´ ε,
␤␥␣´␣ε, ␤´ ε␣, ␤ε␥έ, ␥´ ␣ε, ␥´ , ␥´ ,
␥´ ␣, ␥´ ␣, ␦␣´ ␣, ␦ε´ , ␦´ ␣, ␦´,
␦␣έ, ␦´ , ␦´ ε, ε␤␦␣´ ␦␣, ε␦´ ,
ε´ , έ␣␤ε, εε´ ␣, έ, ε´ , εε␥´ , εέ␤␣ε,
εεε´, ε´ , ε␣´ , ε´ , εέ, ␣έ␣, ´ε␣,
␥ε´␣, ε␦␣´ , ´ ␣, ´ , ε␣´ , έ␦␣,
εέ, ␦´ , ´ ␣␣, ␣´ ε, ␣␣´ ␣, ␣έε,
␣␣´ ε, ␣´ , ´ε, ´ , ␣␤´ , ␣´ , ␣´ ,
␣´ ε, εέ, ε␣␤´␤␣␣, έ, ´, ´ ,
␣´ ␦␣, ␣´ , ␣´ , έ, έ, ε´ , ␣´ ,
εέ, ε␣␥´ , ε´ ␣, ´␣, ´ , ´ ␣,
´ ␣␣, ´ ε, έ, ´ , ␣␣¨έ, ␣´ , ␣´ ε,
␣␣´ ␥␣, ␣␣´ ␦, ␣έ, ε␥␣´ , έ, ´␣,
␦έ, ␣´ , έ, ␣␥´ , ´ ,
␣´ ␣, ␣´ , ␣´ ␤␦, ␣¨´ , ε´ , ´ ,
␣´ , ␣´ ε, ´␣, ␦␣´ ε, ␣´ ε␣, έ,
´ ␥, ´ , ␤´ , εέε, ␣έ, ´ ␣,
␣´␣, ´ , ␣´ ␥␣, ␣␦´ , έ␣, ε␣´ ␦␣, ´␥,
´ , ␣ε␣´ , ␣ε´, ´ , ␦␣␣´ , ␦´ ,
έ␥␣ε, ε␤␣´ , ´ , ´ ␣, έε, ␦´ε,
´ εε, ␥␣´ , ␣έ, ␣´ε, ␣␥έ␣␣,
␣␣´ ε, ´ , ε´, ´ ␣, ´ ,
´ .

␣␥´ , ␣␥␣´ , ␣έ, ␣´ ␣, ␣´,
␣␣␣´ ␣, ␤␣έ␣, ␤␣´ ␣, ␤έ␣, ␥␣␣´ , ␥␣ε´,
␥␣´ , ␥έεε, ␥´␣, ␦ε␣´ , ␦ε␣´ , ␦´ ␣,
␦␣´ ␣, ␦´, ␦␥´ , ␦´ , ␦´ε, ␦´ ε, έ␥␣,
ε␦␣´ ␦␣, έ, έ, εεε´, ε´␦␣, ε´ , ε´ ,
␣έ␣, ε´ , εε´␣, ´ε␣, ␥´ ␤, έ␣,
´ , ´ , ␣␣´ ␦, ε´␣, ´ ␣, ε␤´␣, έε,
´ ␣␣, ␣´ ␦, ␣´ , ␣␣´ ␣, ´ , ´␣, ␣´ ,
´ ␣␣, ´ ␣, ␣´ , ␣´ ␥, έ, ´, ␣´␦,
␣␤´ ε, ␣␥´, έ, ε␦´ , ε´, ␥´, ´ ␣␣,
´ , ␣´ ␤, ε´, ε´ ␣, ´ , ε´ε, ε´ ␣,
␣´ , ´ , ´ ␥ε, ε´ , ´ ␣, ␣´ ␦␣,
␣␥´ , ␣␦έ, ␣´ε, ␣␤␣´ , ␣␣Àε,
␣ε´ ␦␣, ␣´ε, ␣␣´ , ␣␤␣´ ␣, ␣␣´ ,
␣␣´ ␣, ε␣´ ␣␥, ε´ ␥␥␣, ´␣, ´␣,
έε, ´ ␣, ´ , ´ ε, ´ , ε␣´ ,
ε␣´ , ␣´ ␦, ␥␣´ ␣, ´ ␤␣, ´, ␣´ ,
έ␣, ε´ , εˆ␥, ␣´␣, ␣´ ε, ␣έ␦ε, ε´,
´, ε␣´ , ␥␣´ ε, ␣´ ␣, ␣´ ␣␣,
␣´ ␦␣, ε␣´␦␣, ␥´, ␣´ ␣, ␣´ ,
´ ␣, ␣έε, ´ , ␣␤´ , ε␥␣´ ␣,
␦´, ´ , ´ ␥, ␣␣´ , ␥´ , ´␦␣, ε␣´ ,
ε␣´ , ␥␣´ ␣, έ␥␣ε, ε␣´ ␣, ´ ␣,
␣´ε, ε´ ␥, ␥´ε, ␣␤έ␣␣, ␣´ , ε´␣,
´ ε, ´ ␣, ´ , ´ ␣, ´ .
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Appendix D
Results for the Linear Mixed Model Including RT Data From Both Tasks
Random effects
Group
iID
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sID

Name

Variance

SD

(Intercept)
Task
(Intercept)
Task
iRT1
OrdS
Task:iRT1
Task:OrdS

6.70E–03
6.12E–03
3.52E–02
9.40E–02
5.80E–03
1.98E–03
2.32E–02
6.30E–03
5.20E–02

8.19E–02
7.83E–02
1.87E–01
3.07E–01
7.62E–02
4.45E–02
1.52E–01
7.93E–02
2.28E–01

Residual

Correlation
⫺.46
.31
.50
.12
.26
.08

.17
⫺.12
.85
.11

⫺.19
.23
⫺.15

⫺.23
.20

.05

Fixed effects
Group
(Intercept)
Task
iRT1
iniPho1
iniPho2
iniPho3
iniPho4
secPho1
secPho2
secPho3
secPho4
secPho5
OrdS
Education
Nlet
sylfreqPho
orthnei
TaskOrder
logfreq
bigrSpe
gptrans
Task:iRT1
Task:iniPho1
Task:iniPho2
Task:iniPho3
Task:iniPho4
Task:secPho1
Task:secPho2
Task:secPho3
Task:secPho4
Task:secPho5
Education:Nlet
Education:sylfreqPho
Education:orthnei
Task:Education
Task:Nlet
Task:sylfreqPho
Task:TaskOrder
Task:logfreq
Task:orthnei
Task:bigrSpe
Task:gptrans
TaskOrder:logfreq

␤

SE

df

t

p

⫺1.35E⫹00
⫺1.23E⫺01
2.66E⫺01
⫺5.89E⫺02
7.23E⫺03
3.44E⫺03
2.07E⫺02
⫺1.86E⫺02
2.74E⫺02
1.74E⫺02
⫺2.33E⫺02
2.55E⫺02
⫺2.15E⫺02
⫺2.14E⫺02
2.13E⫺02
4.35E⫺03
⫺8.07E⫺03
⫺6.19E⫺02
⫺3.10E⫺02
1.25E⫺02
2.70E⫺04
2.32E⫺01
⫺6.62E⫺02
⫺1.89E⫺02
⫺2.25E⫺02
5.65E⫺02
2.75E⫺02
⫺2.01E⫺02
⫺1.33E⫺02
⫺3.66E⫺02
3.34E⫺02
⫺2.11E⫺03
⫺1.27E⫺04
⫺5.39E⫺04
⫺1.04E⫺02
8.99E⫺03
⫺4.18E⫺03
⫺3.76E⫺02
1.69E⫺02
1.05E⫺02
⫺7.87E⫺03
1.29E⫺04
6.03E⫺03

2.57E–02
3.77E–02
9.99E–03
1.47E–02
3.32E–02
2.10E–02
1.57E–02
1.84E–02
2.09E–02
2.76E–02
2.13E–02
1.96E–02
4.29E–03
6.69E–03
3.68E–03
1.83E–03
4.79E–03
1.48E–02
3.87E–03
2.84E–02
9.54E–04
2.00E–02
1.48E–02
3.33E–02
2.11E–02
1.58E–02
1.85E–02
2.10E–02
2.78E–02
2.14E–02
1.97E–02
3.04E–04
1.02E–04
3.92E–04
7.17E–03
3.70E–03
1.84E–03
5.52E–02
3.87E–03
4.76E–03
2.85E–02
9.55E–04
1.31E–03

247
181
134
148
148
149
149
149
149
150
148
148
127
128
149
149
150
127
149
149
149
128
148
148
149
148
148
148
151
148
148
35510
35520
35530
126
148
149
128
148
148
148
148
35530

⫺52.446
⫺3.270
26.648
⫺4.000
.218
.164
1.319
⫺1.011
1.311
.629
⫺1.095
1.304
⫺5.008
⫺3.193
5.802
2.383
⫺1.686
⫺4.191
⫺8.023
.442
.283
11.571
⫺4.473
⫺.568
⫺1.066
3.586
1.487
⫺.957
⫺.479
⫺1.709
1.699
⫺6.934
⫺1.246
⫺1.377
⫺1.444
2.432
⫺2.274
⫺.681
4.357
2.195
⫺.276
.135
4.603

⬍.001
.001
⬍.001
⬍.001
.828
.870
.189
.314
.192
.530
.275
.194
⬍.001
.002
⬍.001
.018
.094
⬍.001
⬍.001
.659
.777
⬍.001
⬍.001
.571
.288
⬍.001
.139
.340
.633
.090
.092
⬍.001
.213
.169
.151
.016
.024
.497
⬍.001
.030
.783
.893
⬍.001
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Fixed effects
Group

␤

SE

df

t

p

Nlet:TaskOrder
sylfreqPho:TaskOrder
orthnei:TaskOrder
TaskOrder:bigrSpe
TaskOrder:gptrans
orthnei:logfreq
Task:Education:Nlet
Task:Education:sylfreqPho
Task:TaskOrder:logfreq
Task:Nlet:TaskOrder
Task:sylfreqPho:TaskOrder
Task:orthnei:TaskOrder
Task:TaskOrder:bigrSpe
Task:TaskOrder:gptrans
orthnei:TaskOrder:logfreq

⫺9.20E⫺03
⫺2.27E⫺03
6.45E⫺03
⫺2.45E⫺02
⫺7.35E⫺04
9.59E⫺03
7.74E⫺04
⫺3.95E⫺04
⫺2.92E⫺03
1.27E⫺03
4.19E⫺04
–9.09E⫺03
2.76E⫺02
2.70E⫺04
⫺4.29E⫺03

1.27E–03
4.26E–04
1.66E–03
9.37E–03
3.11E–04
2.38E–03
6.08E–04
2.04E–04
2.60E–03
2.54E–03
8.51E–04
3.25E–03
1.88E–02
6.17E–04
9.20E–04

35520
35510
35520
35540
35530
149
35510
35520
35540
35520
35520
35530
35540
35530
35520

⫺7.238
⫺5.341
3.897
⫺2.612
⫺2.364
4.033
1.273
⫺1.940
⫺1.122
.501
.493
⫺2.798
1.470
.437
⫺4.657

⬍.001
⬍.001
⬍.001
.009
.018
⬍.001
.203
.052
.262
.617
.622
.005
.142
.662
⬍.001

Note. Fit by maximum likelihood (BIC ⫽ ⫺932.6, log likelihood ⫽ 902.1). The dependent variable is inverse reflected response time (iRT). Task coded
as lexical decision ⫽ ⫺.5, naming ⫽ ⫹.5; iRT1 ⫽ (inverse reflected) RT to the preceding trial; OrdS ⫽ trial order (rescaled to 1/100th); iniPho ⫽ initial
phoneme class (5 levels); secPho ⫽ second phoneme class (6 levels); TaskOrd ⫽ task order (coded as: first ⫽ ⫺.5, second ⫽ ⫹.5); logfreq ⫽ log frequency;
Nlet ⫽ number of letters; orthnei ⫽ orthographic neighborhood size; sylfreqPho ⫽ phonological syllable frequency; gpcons ⫽ graphophonemic
consistency; bigrSpe ⫽ letter bigram frequency; Education ⫽ years of formal education, excluding preschool/kindergarten.
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